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Abstract
Robust real-time control algorithms for tracking plasma kinetic parameters in advanced
tokamak scenarios are developed based on linear state-space (LSS) dynamic models. The
real-time control algorithms under study comprise the H∞ robust control, the linear quadratic
integral control and the internal model control. The plasma models used in this work are
restricted to LSS models identified from dedicated simulation/experimental data, though the
proposed control algorithms can conveniently be extrapolated to broadly incorporate linear
models obtained from first-principles plasma theory. The control objective is to track plasma
kinetic parameters of interest to desired operating points in advanced tokamak scenarios by
actuating additional heating & current drive systems in real-time. Plasma kinetic parameters
involve the poloidal pressure parameter βp, the internal inductance li, the average toroidal
rotation angular speed Ωϕ and the electron temperature on axis Te,0 while the actuators are the
ion cyclotron resonance heating and lower hybrid current drive systems. In order to achieve
enhanced control performance, two control layers are designed. The outer layer, i.e. an internal
model-based proportional-integral actuator controller, operating on a fast timescale (≪ the
energy confinement time τE) aiming at tracking the commands requested by the inner kinetic
controllers, while the inner layer, i.e. a kinetic controller chosen from various alternatives,
running on a slow timescale (∼τE) is dedicated to tailoring plasma kinetic parameters.
Simulation results for the experimental advanced superconducting tokamak (EAST) tokamak
are provided and compared to show the capabilities of each control approach. Dedicated kinetic
control experiments conducted in an H-mode scenario on EAST are reported as well. The
advantages and limits of these control algorithms are discussed and summarised.

Keywords: plasma control, advanced tokamak scenarios, plasma kinetic parameters,
additional heating and current drive
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1. Introduction

The exploitation of controlled thermonuclear fusion is widely
believed to be a potential dominant energy solution to
powering our Earth because, in addition to the abundant
nuclear fusion fuels in nature, it exhibits strong and stable
fusion power intensities, without generating harmful long-
lasting nuclear wastes [1, 2]. Among all the proposed ther-
monuclear fusion concepts, the tokamak is the most prom-
ising one, primarily due to the enhanced plasma confinement
enabled by its high toroidal magnetic field and plasma cur-
rent. In order to extract nuclear fusion energy for electri-
city production, it is crucial to operate tokamak devices in
advanced scenarios, characterized by high plasma temperat-
ures, densities and long energy confinement time, with a large
fraction of plasma current self-generated from the bootstrap
effect [3–5]. In view of the presence of various plasma disturb-
ing phenomena, for example, some deleteriousmagnetohydro-
dynamic instabilities and microturbulence [1], it is necessary
to develop some state-of-the-art feedback control schemes to
reproducibly achieve and maintain the desired advanced toka-
mak scenarios.

The significance of active control of advanced tokamak
scenarios has attracted sufficient attention in the tokamak
fusion community. In recent years, numerous control schemes
have emerged for tailoring plasma magnetic and kinetic para-
meters/profiles. Apart from a few empirical-based propor-
tional controllers, the majority of them are synthesized from
control-oriented plasma dynamic models, either using first-
principles-driven dynamic models [6] or linear data-driven
models [7, 8], either using the early lumping approach (i.e.
discretize-then-design) [9] or the late lumping approach (i.e.
design-then-discretize) [10]. Normally these feedback control
algorithms are assessed numerically and/or experimentally, at
least, in a specific plasma scenario of interest on one toka-
mak device. The proposed control techniques comprise simple
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control [11, 12], linear-
quadratic-integral (LQI) control [13, 14], H∞ robust control
[15, 16], model predictive control [17–19], passivity-based
control [20], Lyapunov-based control [21–23] and adaptive
control [24]. More precisely, in [11], a simple PID control-
ler is designed to control the central safety factor using the
lower hybrid waves on the Joint Eurepean Torus (JET) toka-
mak. In [13], an LQI optimal controller is combined with a
nonlinear input transformation to minimize the weighted norm
of tracking errors and control efforts in L-mode plasmas on
DIII-D. In [18], a model-predictive controller is developed to
track the safety factor profile and plasma β, defined as the
ratio between the volume-averaged pressure and the magnetic
pressure, that accounts for the time-varying operational and
physics limits and is tested experimentally in L-mode plasmas
on the Tokamak à Configuration Variable (TCV) tokamak. In
[20], the interconnection and damping-assignment passivity-
based control is developed and evaluated experimentally in
L-mode plasmas on TCV. In [22], a Lyapunov-based infinite
dimensional controller for the safety factor profile combined
with simple internal model control with proportional-integral
structure (SIMC PI) for β is validated both numerically and

experimentally in a TCV L-mode plasma. An infinite dimen-
sional controller was also obtained for the nonlinear control of
temperature profiles in H-mode scenarios in [23].

Even though a large number of real-time feedback con-
trol schemes have been proposed to track plasma magnetic
and kinetic parameters in tokamaks, we find that performance
comparison of different feedback controllers rarely appears
in the literature, especially in advanced H-mode scenarios for
which the models are at most highly uncertain and the phys-
ics is not well known. In this study, we make the first attempt
to provide practical and valuable designs along this line. Spe-
cifically, we develop a set of popular finite-dimensional kin-
etic controllers based on the same linear time-invariant (LTI)
data-driven model, and then evaluate and compare their per-
formance and robustness by carrying out nonlinear closed-
loop simulations and dedicated plasma experiments. A two-
layer two-time-scale kinetic control scheme is thus developed
for the comparative study, including an inner-layer with a low
sampling frequency aimed at plasma kinetic control, whilst the
high sampling frequency outer-layer deals with measurement
preprocessing and actuation tracking. Three alternative finite-
dimensional feedback controllers are introduced for the inner
layer, namely H∞ robust control, LQI control and internal
model control (IMC) control. The SIMC PI controller is also
used to ensure that the actuators effectively deliver the input
requested by the inner control layer. In addition, the plasma
parameters of interest, experimentally reconstructed or meas-
ured by the real-time equilibrium code, P-EFIT [25], using
magnetic measurements, as well as the coupled power meas-
urements are handled by a set of average horizon filters in real-
time for noise removal.

The experimental advanced superconducting tokamak
(EAST) is a medium-sized fully superconducting D-shape
tungsten divertor tokamak, with its major radius of 1.82 m,
a minor radius of 0.45 m, and its elongation ranging from
1.5 to 2.0. One major scientific objective of this machine is
to achieve and maintain long pulse high performance high
bootstrap current operation, which appears as an ideal test-
bed to evaluate and compare our real-time kinetic control
algorithms.We emphasize that even though all the simulations
and experiments carried out in this work are applied to spe-
cific operational scenarios on the EAST tokamak, the system-
atic procedures adopted in these control algorithms allow us to
straightforwardly extend them to kinetic control in other toka-
mak plasma scenarios and devices. The conclusions obtained
from performance comparison can provide us with valuable
indications on the tricks and pitfalls of the use of each kinetic
control algorithms.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents a linear state-space (LSS) model for
plasma feedback controller design. In section 3, we propose
a two-layer two-time-scale kinetic control scheme, includ-
ing a number of alternative kinetic control algorithms, meas-
urement preprocessing module and cascade actuation con-
trollers. The performance of the feedback control scheme
is assessed, discussed and compared numerically with the
METIS plasma simulator [26] in section 4. Section 5 reports
the initial experimental results obtained on the EAST tokamak.
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Finally, in section 6 we draw the conclusions and outline pos-
sible extensions.

2. Plasma dynamic model for control

In this section, we first introduce a linear two-time-scalemodel
structure to characterize the plasma dynamics in an H-mode
operational scenario on the EAST tokamak. Subsequently, a
model reduction technique based on the input lowpass fil-
tering and singular value decomposition (SVD) is employed
onto this plasma model for integrated feedback controller
design.

2.1. Two-time-scale plasma model

The dynamic evolutions of plasma kinetic parameters with
respect to control actuators, e.g. the lower hybrid current
drive (LHCD) and the ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH)
powers, in medium-sized or large tokamaks can be character-
ized by a lumped-parameter LTI two-time-scale model struc-
ture as demonstrated in [7, 14, 27, 28]. This dynamic model
comprises a slow sub-model illustrating the slow responses of
plasma kinetic parameters with respect to the poloidal mag-
netic fluxes as:

ẊΨ(t) = ASXΨ(t)+BSUS(t)

ΞS(t) = CSXΨ(t)+DSUS(t) (1)

and a fast sub-model depicting the fast plasma kinetic evol-
utions possibly arising from plasma temperature profile vari-
ations as:

ẊF(t) = AFXF(t)+BFUF(t)

ΞF(t) = CFXF(t)+DFUF(t) (2)

in which

U(t) = US(t)+UF(t),Ξ(t) = ΞS(t)+ΞF(t)

U(t)
def
= U0(t)− Ū,Ξ(t)

def
= Ξ0(t)− Ξ̄. (3)

Here, U(t) is defined as a perturbing vector of the con-
trol inputs U0(t) around their input reference Ū, with its slow
and fast components denoted by US(t) and UF(t), respect-
ively. Analogously, Ξ(t) is defined as a perturbing vector of
the plasma kinetic parameters of interest Ξ0(t) around their
reference Ξ̄, comprising its slow part as ΞS and its fast part
as ΞF. XΨ(t) represents a perturbing vector of the poloidal
magnetic fluxes against their reference values, while XF(t)
is a perturbed kinetic state vector. The state-space matrices
(AS,BS,CS,DS) and (AF,BF,CF,DF) contain the model coef-
ficient matrices, which can either be identified by using sub-
space and prediction-error approaches [29] or be obtained
by performing linearization and discretisation on the soph-
isticated partial differential equations governing the plasma
transport evolution. The approaches for obtaining these model
coefficient matrices are beyond the scope of this article and
interested readers can refer to [14, 27, 29] for more details.

2.2. Model reduction for integrated kinetic control design

We are now in a position to show that the linear two-time-scale
plasma model [14] with equations (1)–(3) can be transformed
into a compact form suitable for integrated feedback control-
ler design. A lowpass filter is applied on the perturbed control
inputs U(t) with the filter characteristic time τfilt satisfying
τkin ≪ τfilt ≪ τmag, where τ kin and τmag represent the kinetic
and magnetic characteristic times, respectively. After some
algebraic manipulations, the two-time-scale plasma model is
therefore augmented into a state-space form as:

G=

[
A B

C D

]
(4)

where

A=

AS 0 BS
0 AF −BF
0 0 CfAfC

−1
f I


B=

 0
BF
CfBfI


C=

[
CS CF DS

]
D= 0. (5)

Here, (Af,Bf,Cf,Df) is a state-space realization of the low-
pass filter Gf =

1
τfilts+1 , in which s is a Laplace operator. We

note that, in equation (5), the symbols 0 and I represent
the zero and identity matrices with appropriate dimensions,
respectively.

When the controlled degrees of freedom are greater than
the number of control actuators, the system is called an under-
actuated system [30], which is usually the case for tokamak
plasma kinetic control. In this regard, minimizing the tracking
error to zeromay not be possible unless the given reference tar-
gets are located in an achievable region. Before synthesizing
a feedback controller for an underactuated system, it is neces-
sary to examine which output and input directions are most
influential [15]. We therefore perform the SVD [31] of the
steady-state gain matrix of the model G(s) to extract the most
influential input and output control channels. In particular, to
weigh the importance of each controlled outputs and manip-
ulated inputs, symmetric positive definite matrices Q and R
are first multiplied by the output and input of the model G(s),
generating a weighted dynamic model Gw(s) = Q

1
2G(s)R

1
2 .

Subsequently, we perform the SVD of the steady-state gain
matrix of the weighted model, yielding Gw(0) = U0 Σ0 VT0 .
Σ0 = diag{ΣI,ΣII} is a diagonal matrix with the singular val-
ues in a descending order as σ1 ⩾ σ2 ⩾ . . .⩾ σnI ≫ σnI+1 ≫
. . .≫ σnd ,nd =min{ny,nu}, with ny and nu respectively denot-
ing the number of outputs (controlled kinetic variables) and
inputs (control actuators). ΣI contains the largest nI singular
values whileΣII contains the remaining insignificant ones. The
left singular vectors U0 = [UI,UII] ∈ Rny×nu are divided into
the level I and II vector spaces, in which the level I singular
vectors represent themost controllable output directions. Like-
wise,V0 = [VI,VII] ∈ Rnu×nu have the first nI columns retained,
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as they correspond to the most influential input directions V I.
We remark that Q and R are the weighting gain matrices that
can be iteratively adjusted to reach various control objectives.
The decision on the restricted number of retained control chan-
nels nI is heuristic, which can empirically be determined by
following the condition σnI+1 ⩽ 0.1σ1. With such a procedure,
the integrated plasma modelG(s) can thus be transformed into
a reduced one, which is proper, stabilizable and detectable.
The reduced model is therefore given by Gr(s) =MT

yG(s)Mu,
whereMy = UT

I andMu = VIΣ
−1
I , and its state-space form can

be expressed as:

Gr(s) =

[
Ar Br

Cr Dr

]
. (6)

3. Robust linear feedback algorithms

Having obtained a control-oriented state-space plasma
dynamic model, linear real-time kinetic feedback control
algorithms can immediately be synthesized. An overall control
architecture for plasma kinetic control is first presented. Sub-
sequently, a number of alternative kinetic feedback algorithms
are developed based on the same kinetic model, along with
some beneficial techniques for measurement preprocessing
and control actuation tracking.

3.1. Two-layer cascade kinetic control framework

As shown in figure 1, the overall kinetic feedback control
framework for the EAST tokamak comprises two control lay-
ers that differ in the sampling frequency. The inner control
layer, within the dashed purple frame, has a low sampling fre-
quency at 50 Hz. It contains a set of alternative kinetic con-
trollers such as the H∞ robust control, the LQI control and
the IMC control, along with a switch for real-time controller
selection. Details on the design of these kinetic controllers are
given in section 3.2 and appendices A–C. The outer control
layer, within the green frame but outside of the purple one,
has a higher sampling frequency at 1000 Hz. It is primarily
devoted to two separate tasks: (a) to preprocess the measured
actuations from relevant actuator sensors and the real-time
estimates of the plasma parameters of interest after the EFIT
equilibrium reconstruction [32–34]; (b) to track the actuator
commands requested by a selected inner-layer kinetic control-
ler. Cascaded with an inner-layer kinetic controller, the actu-
ation controller is designed for actuation tracking, as illus-
trated in appendix D. In the measurement preprocessing mod-
ule, a set of simple average horizon filters [29] can be used to
handle the high-frequency noise in the measured outputs. Fol-
lowing the same technique as in [35], the anti-windup module
is designed to mitigate the effects from the actuator satura-
tions. We remark that the idea of the two-layer kinetic con-
trol framework arises from the following facts: (a) the time
constant of the actuator dynamics such as the LHCD system
is much smaller than the energy confinement time on EAST.
(b) Plasma model uncertainties located in the high frequency

Figure 1. Layout of the two-layer cascade kinetic control
framework.

domain beyond τE are not likely to damage the tracking
performance if we properly prescribe the inner-layer sampling
time to the level a few times smaller than τE [29]. (c) The
inner-layer kinetic controller can greatly benefit from the pre-
cise tracking of the requested commands enabled by the outer-
layer actuation controller within one inner-layer sampling
interval.

3.2. Linear feedback control algorithms

In this section, linear feedback control algorithms are presen-
ted, including H∞ robust control, LQI control, IMC control
and SIMC PI control.

H∞ robust control is a popular feedback control technique
whose synthesis combinesH∞ robust stabilization with loop-
shaping [31]. Basically, the design procedure is composed of
two steps: (a) to augment the pre- and post-compensators on an
open-loop system plant to acquire an expected singular value
shaping in the frequency-domain; (b) to synthesize a feed-
back controller by making the augmented system plant robust
against model uncertainties with the H∞ norm optimization.
Thanks to its simplicity and robustness properties, it has been
applied to real-time feedback ofmagnetic and kinetic paramet-
ers in tokamak plasmas. In [15], the robust synthesis based
on a first-principle-driven dynamic model for q-profile con-
trol was experimentally tested in L-mode plasmas on DIII-D.
In [36], H∞ robust control was applied to plasma coil cur-
rent and shape control on WEST experimentally. In [35], the
performance of a decentralized H∞ robust controller for the
q-profile and βp tracking on EAST is assessed numerically.
In the present study, we adopt a similar synthesis method as
in [35], but extend its application scope to multiple kinetic
parameters and experimental setups. Another subtle difference
is that in the present work, a single H∞ robust controller is
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designed based on an integrated kinetic model containing both
the fast and slow kinetic dynamics. Given the reduced model
Gr(s), the design of an H∞ robust controller is detailed in
appendix A.

LQI control, a linear optimal control technique [31],
extends the traditional linear quadratic regulator to involve the
penalization of the control error integral in the cost function,
with the goal of achieving a zero steady-state tracking error
under constant disturbances. This technique was first proposed
in [37], has then been applied to many industrial and physical
control problems [38–41]. Themerits of this technique are that
it can be employed systematically for multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) systems and that the controller performs sat-
isfactorily in attenuating system disturbances. Notably, LQI
has found its applications in many tokamak plasma control
problems. In [7], LQI was used to track the poloidal flux pro-
file and βN simultaneously in H-mode plasmas on DIII-D.
In [13], experimental tests have confirmed the performance
of an LQI controller in tailoring the q-profile in an L-mode
plasma on DIII-D. In [42], the snowflake divertor configura-
tion is achieved numerically by an LQI controller on NSTX–
U. In this study, we design an LQI controller using the reduced
model Gr(s), and compare its performance with other control-
lers. This control algorithm consists of a feedforward control-
ler to estimate the input and state references, a Luenberger
observer to estimate system states and a static feedback con-
troller to compute the actuation commands. Appendix B illus-
trates the design of an LQI controller in great detail.

IMC is a robust control technique first proposed in [43].
The key idea of IMC resides in the internal model principle,
stating that control can be achieved only if the control sys-
tem involves, either implicitly or explicitly, some representa-
tion of the controlled process [44]. IMC has a simple design
procedure providing a trade-off between closed-loop perform-
ance and robustness to model inaccuracies with a single tun-
ing parameter, which explains why it has found widespread
applications [45–47]. The concept of IMC has already been
used in tokamak plasma control, of which a typical example is
the design of an anti-windup compensator to handle the actu-
ator saturations [35]. Nonetheless, a pivotal drawback of the
standard IMC lies in its restrictive applicability to an intern-
ally stable system, implying that control of unstable plasma
phenomena such as vertical instability [48] using IMC seems
unfeasible. Inspired by [49], we develop an offset-free IMC
control algorithm based on a PI observer for plasma kinetic
tracking, which can potentially be adapted to control unstable
and marginally stable plasma dynamics. The design of the
observer-based IMC controller is composed of three steps:
first, we use a PI Luenberger observer to estimate the states and
disturbances. Second, we design a state feedback controller to
stabilize the system dynamics. Third, a standard IMC control
is adopted to achieve desirable control performance. Details
on the IMC design procedure are provided in appendix C.

To mimick the experimental heating and current drive
(H&CD) actuation in tokamak plasma operation, the actu-
ator dynamics is taken into account and a set of actuator con-
trollers are developed to track the commands requested by

the inner-layer kinetic controllers. In this study, the actuator
dynamics for the H&CD systems is simplymodelled as a set of
first-order transfer functions with time-delay, whose paramet-
ers are identified from the sampled input–output data collected
from dedicated plasma experiments using the prediction-error
method [29]. A SIMC PI tuning rule is then adopted for each
actuator feedback controller, as described in appendix D.

4. Simulation results by the METIS code

We now demonstrate the effectiveness of the two-layer kin-
etic control scheme and assess the performance and robust-
ness of the various real-time kinetic controllers on EAST using
the minute embedded tokamak integrated simulator (METIS)
code [26]. First, we show the performance of nominal track-
ing of three essential plasma kinetic parameters, namely the
poloidal beta βp, the average toroidal angular rotation velo-
city Ωϕ and the central electron temperature Te,0 by adjusting
the ICRH power PICRH and the LHCD power PLHCD, enabled
by three optional kinetic controllers, i.e. H∞ robust, LQI and
the observer-based IMC, and two SIMC PI power controllers
for ICRH and LHCD. Second, robustness tests, under the vari-
ations of the line-averaged electron density ⟨n̄e⟩ and effective
ion charge Zeff, are conducted and compared.

4.1. METIS simulation setup and control configuration

The two-layer cascade control architecture is first developed
and implemented in theMATLAB/Simulink environment, and
is then coupled with a nonlinear tokamak plasma simulator
METIS [26], for closed-loop control assessment. The refer-
ence scenario around which the model is identified is a steady
state, fully non-inductive single-null H-mode discharge in the
EAST tokamak, i.e. shot #62946, with the toroidal magnetic
field BT = 2.5 T, the central electron density ne0 ≈ 3.5 × 1019

m−3 and plasma current Ip = 0.42 MA. More details about the
METIS setup are given in [35]. The three alternative kinetic
feedback control algorithms are designed and implemented
based on a LSSmodel identified from extensive dedicated sim-
ulations via the subspace and prediction-error methods [29].
The actuators, the ICRH and LHCD powers, are allowed to
vary in the ranges of [0, 1.5] and [0, 3.0] MW, respectively.
As illustrated in figure 1, the plasma kinetic control scheme
is separated into two control layers with two timescales: in
the outer layer, the powers coupled to the plasma, from the
ICRH and LHCD systems, are tracked on the fast timescale
with the sampling frequency at 1 kHz; in the inner layer, the
kinetic parameters are controlled simultaneously by one of the
three alternative kinetic controllers on the slow timescale with
the sampling frequency at 50 Hz (larger than 1

τE
). The actu-

ator dynamics for the ICRH and LHCD systems are modelled
by two separate first-order transfer functions with time-delay.
Guided by the experimental data on EAST, the actuation time
constants for the ICRH and LHCD systems are chosen to be
5ms, and the effective time delay for the actuators is uniformly
set at 2 ms, while the steady-state gains are prescribed to be
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Figure 2. Tracking of plasma kinetic parameters with three alternative real-time feedback algorithms. Tracking of βp (a), Ωϕ (d) and Te,0
(g) in the nominal case. Tracking of βp (b), Ωϕ (e) and Te,0 (h) by perturbing ⟨n̄e⟩. Tracking of βp (c), Ωϕ (f) and Te,0 (i) when perturbing
Zeff.

1. With these actuator dynamics models, two separate SIMC
PI power controllers are thus synthesized, with τc,i = 0.005 s
and θi = 0.002 s for both actuators (i ∈ {ICRH,LHCD}). Note
that the actuator control parameters can be adjusted according
to the specific control requirements. In order to mimick the
experimental conditions, white noise with power magnitude at
10−6 is imposed onto the measured powers obtained from the
simple actuator dynamics models. The noise is thus handled
by a moving average filter with the time horizon at 10 ms.
The three kinetic controllers were designed with the same lin-
ear reduced model. For the H∞ controller, a desired closed-
loop bandwidth is prescribed to be 0.15π Hz, and the para-
meters A and M are respectively set at 2 and 10−6. For the
LQI controller, the weighting gains for the states, controlled
variables and manipulated variables are optimized to achieve

the desired control performance. For the IMC controller, the
tuning parameter, i.e. the time constant, of the low pass filter
τ IMC, is prescribed at 0.08 s.

4.2. Nominal tracking in the current flat-top phase

The three alternative control schemes were used to track βp,
Ωϕ and Te,0 simultaneously by actuating the ICRH and LHCD
powers. All the feedback controllers are activated at 3.5 s in the
current flattop phase. Three sets of reference setpoints for βp,
Ωϕ and Te,0 are prescribed. Figures 2(a), (d) and (g) show the
comparison of the kinetic parameter evolutions with the three
alternative control algorithms. It is evident that all the kin-
etic controllers based on the same data-driven model are cap-
able of tracking the plasma parameters of interest effectively
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Figure 3. Tracking of the powers coupled to the plasma from the H&CD systems. (a)–(c) Time traces of the ICRH power request (dashed)
and the actuated ICRH power (solid) with the H∞ (black), LQI (red) and IMC (blue) controllers in the nominal case (a), the perturbed ⟨n̄e⟩
case (b) and the perturbed Zeff case. (d)–(f) Time traces of the LHCD power request (dashed) and the actuated LHCD power (solid) with the
H∞ (black), LQI (red) and IMC (blue) controllers when perturbing Zeff.

and comparable control performance has been obtained. One
can notice that there are some small oscillations even at
steady-state for Te,0, primarily due to the measurement noise
imposed on PICRH and PLHCD. Compared with the other kin-
etic parameters, the evolution of Te,0 is very sensitive to the
additional heating powers. The powers requested (dashed)
and actuated (solid) by the three controllers are shown in
figures 3(a) and (d). We find that the SIMC PI power feedback
controller can satisfactorily track the powers requested by the
inner-layer kinetic controllers in the three cases. The requested
ICRH powers are at similar levels in all the control schemes,
but the LHCD powers differ, implying that the ICRH system
plays the dominant role in the kinetic control for parameters
that do not depend strongly on the current density profile such
as βp, Ωϕ and Te,0.

4.3. Robustness to plasma parameter uncertainties

In order to further evaluate the robustness of each controllers,
we performed closed-loop METIS simulations in which we
perturbed a number of important plasma parameters at selec-
ted time intervals. Figures 2(b), (e) and (h) show a compar-
ison of the kinetic parameter evolutions with theH∞, LQI and
IMC controllers under the perturbation of the averaged elec-
tron density. In the time interval [4.0, 4.65] s, the value of ⟨n̄e⟩
is increased by 10%, which leads to the decrease of βp, Ωϕ

and Te,0. In order to attenuate the disturbances, the feedback

controllers request more powers on the ICRH and/or LHCD
systems. Within 0.3 s the disturbances on βp are fully com-
pensated while the disturbances on Ωϕ and Te,0 are attenuated
effectively. After 4.65 s, ⟨n̄e⟩ returns to the initial value, which
results in the increase of βp, Ωϕ and Te,0. These new disturb-
ances are successfully attenuated by the H∞ and LQI con-
trollers, but not with the IMC controller. In the time interval
[6.0, 8.1] s, ⟨n̄e⟩ is artificially decreased by 10%, leading to
the increase of the plasma parameters of interest. These ⟨n̄e⟩-
driven disturbances on the controlled parameters are attenu-
ated by decreasing the ICRH power except for Te,0 as shown
in figures 3(b) and (e), because of the considerable model mis-
match and the variation of the achievable control region in Te,0.
After 8.1 s, ⟨n̄e⟩ returns to the initial value, the disturbances on
βp, Ωϕ and Te,0 are successfully rejected by all the proposed
control schemes.

Another comparison of the kinetic parameter evolutions
with the proposed control algorithms under the perturbation
of the effective ion charge are shown in figures 2(c), (f) and
(i). Analogously, in the time interval [4.0, 4.65] s, Zeff is arti-
ficially increased by 10%, which makes all the kinetic control
variables drop. Results indicate that all the control schemes
are capable of rejecting the disturbances arising from the
Zeff increase by adjusting the ICRH and LHCD powers (see
figures 3(c) and (f)). In the time interval [6.0, 8.1], Zeff is arti-
ficially reduced by 10%, which makes all the kinetic control
variables increase. The simulation results suggest that all the

7
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Figure 4. Diagram showing the procedure for the kinetic control algorithm implementation into the PCS.

controllers can fairly attenuate the disturbances caused by the
Zeff decrease, although the attenuation of the Te,0 disturbance
driven by the Zeff variation is not satisfactory in the period
[6, 8] s, due to the presence of a large model mismatch.

5. Feedback control experiments on the EAST
tokamak

In order to further evaluate and compare the performance of
the proposed kinetic control schemes and algorithms, dedic-
ated experiments have been performed in an H-mode opera-
tional scenario on the EAST tokamak, with the goal of track-
ing βp, the internal inductance parameter li or the inverse of
the plasma safety factor on the magnetic axis, ι0 = 1

q0
, and the

coupled LHCD power PLHCD by adjusting the LHCD power
command in real-time.

5.1. Control algorithm implementation in the PCS

Figure 4 shows how real-time feedback control algorithms can
be implemented into the EAST plasma control system (PCS).
We first develop the kinetic control algorithms in the MAT-
LAB/Simulink environment, which are subsequently trans-
formed into the C/C++ programming language using the
embedded MATLAB coder (EMC) toolbox. Afterwards, the
generated code is coupled with the PCS and jointly compiled
for real-time application. The effectiveness of the algorithm
implementation can be verified by performing test simula-
tions via the EAST data simserver. Specifically, by feeding the
same real-time EFIT estimates from a typical EAST plasma
discharge to both versions of the kinetic control scheme,
one implemented in MATLAB/Simulink and the other being
coupled with the EAST PCS, the simulated outputs from
both versions should be consistent with each other. This was
checked, proving that no issues have appeared in the course of
the control algorithm implementation in the PCS.

5.2. Diagnostics, actuators and experimental setup

Plasma parameters/profiles such as βp and li are estimated
by the GPU-accelerated real-time equilibrium reconstruction
code, P-EFIT [25]. The POlarimeter-INTerferometer

diagnostic measures the plasma electron density [50], reg-
ulated in real-time by a dedicated PID controller in the PCS.
Due to reliability issues with the polarimeter diagnostic, the
internal poloidal field measurements were not available dur-
ing these experiments for the P-EFIT reconstruction. Plasma
current, position and shape were also regulated by another set
of dedicated controllers in the PCS. The controlled paramet-
ers, βp, li and the coupled power PLHCD, are fed to the kinetic
control scheme every 1 ms (outer-layer sampling time) to gen-
erate a power command while the kinetic control algorithms
are activated every 20 ms (inner-layer sampling time). The
measurement noise is handled by a moving average filter
with a time horizon of 10 ms [29]. The control actuator is
the LHCD system at 4.6 GHz with coupled powers between
1.0 and 2.5 MW, tracked in real-time by a SIMC PI power
feedback controller. We note that the minimum LHCD power
is preset at 1.0 MW to guarantee that the plasma remains in
H-mode, without anyH-L/L-H transitions in the course of con-
trol. The LHCD power dynamics at 4.6 GHz is approximated
by a first-order transfer function with time-delay (see equation
(D.1)), whose coefficients are identified from typical experi-
mental data on EAST. Given the model coefficients, a SIMC
PI rule is then adopted, resulting in a set of LHCD power feed-
back control coefficients (see appendix D) as Kp,LHCD = 0.41,
KI,LHCD = 343.69 and uoffset,LHCD =−0.45, together with a
static feedforward power Kff = 1.38 MW to enhance the tran-
sient performance. The LHCD power actuation time delays
are dealt with by a Smith predictor, with the prediction model
as G(z) = 0.4141

z−0.4307 , where z refers to the Z-transform, and the
estimated pure time delay is 2 ms. The PCS power command
to the LHCD system is restricted to the range from 1 to 3 MW.
Hence, an anti-windup module [35] is used to cope with the
LHCD power command saturation. All the control references
and coefficients are prescribed offline and loaded into the PCS
before performing the experiments.

In the experimental study, the current flat-top phase of a
pure radio-frequency upper-single-null H-mode plasma dis-
charge is considered as the reference scenario, with the
toroidal field at 2.5 T, the plasma current at 350 kA, the cent-
ral electron density at ∼4.2 × 1019 m−3 and the central elec-
tron temperature at∼4 keV. In addition to the 4.6 GHz LHCD
power, some LHCD power is injected at 2.45 GHz for cur-
rent drive in the plasma current ramp-up phase, specifically
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0.6 MW in the period [0.95, 2.25] s. Moreover, 0.9 MW
of feedforward ECRH power is actuated during the current
flat-top phase (in the time interval [1.98, 7.91] s) from two
gyrotrons at 140 GHz to heat the plasma and maintain it in H-
mode. The ICRH system was not available during the entire
experiments.

The kinetic feedback control experiments are divided into
two stages: first, the identification experiment is carried out
to collect a set of sampled data for identification of a plasma
dynamic model used for feedback control design; second, the
performance of the real-time control algorithms is demon-
strated experimentally.

5.3. Plasma identification experiment

The LHCD power at 4.6 GHz was allowed to vary in real-time
ranging from 1.0 to 2.5 MW and the dominant plasma kinetic
eigenmode, ∼ 1

τE
, was estimated to be around 25 s−1. In order

to identify a relevant kinetic model, the first task was to design
LHCD power reference waveforms that maximally excite the
dominant magnetic and kinetic eigenmodes. Such waveforms
are shown in figure 5, including chirping and pseudorandom
binary sequence (PRBS) power modulations. Since the expec-
ted τE was around 0.04 s, the dominant frequency bandwidth
of the LHCD power references in both signals was therefore
restricted to be less than 157 rad s−1, as shown in figure 5. It
is apparent that the PRBS power spectrum is over 0.5 in the
entire bandwidth of [1, 157] rad s−1, and above 10 when f is
lower in 30 rad s−1. In contrast, the chirping signal has a sim-
ilar level of power spectrum when f < 30 rad s−1, but the amp-
litude decreases exponentially when f > 30 rad s−1. One can
infer that the PRBS signal can better excite the plasma kinetic
eigenmodes in the higher frequency bandwidth than the chirp-
ing signal, while magnetic eigenmodes can be excited in a sim-
ilar level by these two signals. Using the SIMC PI power feed-
back controller as given in section 5.2, the open-loop power
modulation experiment has been carried out on the EAST
tokamak, with the results depicted in figure 6. Evidently, the
chirping power reference, ranging from 1.0 to 2.5 MW, for the
LHCD system was satisfactorily tracked in shot #93297 (see
figure 6(a)), with the plasma parameters of interest βp, li and
ι0 sufficiently responsive as shown in figure 6(b). In particu-
lar, βp ranges from 1.5 to 1.9, li spreads from 0.9 to 1.2, while
ι0 lies in the interval [0.3, 0.5]. It is found that both li and ι0
exhibit unphysical linear downward drifts, because of the inac-
curacy in the measurements that are transmitted from the mag-
netic probes mounted at the plasma boundary to the P-EFIT
equilibrium reconstruction.We remark that in the interval [2.5,
3.5] s, the LHCD system at 4.6 GHz had an actuation fault,
which explains why the LHCD power reference cannot be
tracked accurately in this period. Figures 6(c) and (d) show
another plasma power modulation discharge, with the PRBS
power reference tracked using the same power feedback con-
troller. One can notice that the responses of βp, li and ι0 with
respect to the LHCD power are subject to persistent excitation,
which is ideal for model identification, but the systematic lin-
ear downward drifts occurring in li and ι0 could bring some
issues on their control.

Figure 5. Design of LHCD power reference modulations to excite
the dominant plasma eigenmodes. Upper panel: comparison of the
PLHCD,ref modulations in chirping (red) and PRBS (blue) signals.
Bottom panel: comparison of the amplitude spectra of the PLHCD,ref
modulations in chirping (red) and PRBS (blue) signals.

5.4. Control assessment with the ARTAEMIS simulator

By adopting the system identification methodology used in
[14, 27], a two-time-scale data-driven model that describes the
responses of βp, li and ι0 to the LHCD power has been iden-
tified from the power modulation data, containing five slow
eigenmodes and one fast eigenmode [19]. More precisely,
the characteristic times for the slow and fast dynamics are
τS = 1.05 s and τF = 0.017 s, respectively. The identified two-
time-scale model was then transformed into a standard LSS
model by inserting a lowpass filter with τfilt = 0.1 s at the con-
trol input. After model reduction, three alternative controllers
are therefore designed using the reduced model. Table 1 lists
the tuning parameters used for the design of the kinetic con-
troller. The design of the IMC controller for each plasma kin-
etic parameters is performed separately by transforming the
reduced model into a first-order transfer function with time
delay (θ= 20 ms). Prescribing the tuning parameter τc = 4θ,
we therefore obtain the feedback coefficients Kp and Ki for
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Figure 6. Plasma identification experiment showing the responses of βp, li and ι0 to the PLHCD@4.6 GHz modulations on EAST. Upper
panels: time traces of (a) the PLHCD@4.6 GHz modulations in a chirping frequency waveform, requested (black) and measured (red) after
tracking by the SIMC PI power controller, and of (b) βp (top), li (middle) and ι0 (bottom) estimates by P-EFIT. Lower panels: time traces of
(c) the PLHCD@4.6 GHz modulations in a PRBS waveform, requested (black) and measured (red) after tracking by the SIMC PI power
controller, and of (d) βp (top), li (middle) and ι0 (bottom) estimates by P-EFIT. The shaded gray region indicates that the LHCD system had
faults and saturated.

Table 1. Tuning parameters for each kinetic controllers.

IMC Kp Ki GFF

βp 2.05 53.99 5.40
li −8.70 −142.30 −14.23
ι0 −11.47 −271.38 −27.14

H∞ M ωb A

βp 2 5.00 10−6

li 2 2.00 10−5

ι0 2 3.00 10−6

LQI Qs Qo,int R

βp 1 700 0.1
li 1 4200 0.1
ι0 1 6000 0.02
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Figure 7. Simulated tracking of βp, li and q0 by actuating PLHCD using the ARTAEMIS plasma simulator [27]. Top panels: time evolutions
of ((a)-top) βp and ((a)-bottom) its tracking error βp,err, and of ((b)-top) the LHCD power PLHCD and ((b)-bottom) vitual βp disturbance,
δβp. Middle panels: time evolutions of ((c)-top) li and ((c)-bottom) its tracking error lierr, and of ((d)-top) the LHCD power PLHCD and
((d)-bottom) li disturbance, δli. Bottom panels: time evolutions of ((e)-top) q0 and ((e)-bottom) its tracking error q0,err, and of ((f)-top) the
LHCD power PLHCD and ((f)-bottom) q0 disturbance, denoted as δ[ 1

q0
]. Shade regions imply the existence of disturbances. All feedback

algorithms were activated at 2.75 s. The blue, red and green lines correspond to the simulation results of the IMC,H∞ and LQI control,
respectively. On the left, dashed black lines denote control targets. On the right, the dotted lines represent the LHCD power targets requested
by the kinetic controllers, while the solid lines are the achieved LHCD powers by a SIMC PI power controller.

βp, li and ι0, respectively. The feedforward gain GFF is com-
puted by simply inverting the model coefficient ki as given
in equation (D.1). The design of the H∞ kinetic controller
for each parameters is conducted subsequently, the weight-
ing function KS =

s/M+wb
s+wbA

is adjusted to shape the sensitivity
functions, where the tuning of the closed-loop bandwidth ωb
is essential to balance the control performance and robustness.

Finally, the design of the LQI kinetic controller for βp, li and
ι0 is carried out, in which the tuning parameters Qs, Qo,int and
R weigh the importance of the states, the output error integ-
rals and the controlled inputs, respectively, in the cost func-
tion Jfb,LQI defined in equation (B.3). One can notice that the
primary weights are put on the output error integrals to enable
the transient control performance.
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Figure 8. Plasma control experiments showing the tracking of βp and li using the LHCD@4.6 GHz power command on EAST. Upper and
middle panels: time traces of ((a), (c)) βp targets (blue), P-EFIT estimate (gray) and lowpass filtered P-EFIT estimate (red), and of ((b), (d))
the requested PLHCD@4.6GHz (blue), the measured PLHCD@4.6GHz (red) and the PCS power command to the LHCD system (black). βp control
was activated after 2.5 s right after the shaded light brown region. Bottom panels: time traces of li targets (blue), P-EFIT estimate (gray) and
lowpass filtered P-EFIT estimate (red) and of the requested PLHCD@4.6 GHz (blue) and the measured PLHCD@4.6 GHz(red) and the PCS power
command to the LHCD system (black). li feedback started from 2.75 s right after the shaded light brown region. Shaded cyan regions
indicate that the LHCD power was saturated. Magenta dotted lines represent the power command limits of the LHCD power controller,
while green dashed lines denote the power request limits of the kinetic controller.

With the given control setup, the performance of each
kinetic controller is first assessed by closing the loop on
the identified linear two-time-scale model, simply called the
ARTAEMIS model [7], which is thus used as a linear plasma
simulator. The simulation results are shown in figure 7,
indicating that all the controllers can achieve the effective

tracking of βp, li, q0( = 1
ι0
) and PLHCD, despite the pres-

ence of artificially prescribed disturbances. In the nominal
cases, the IMC controller outperforms that of the LQI and
H∞ controllers in both βp, li and q0 tracking, because its
design primarily focusses on the fast integral control. In the
situations with virtual disturbances exhibiting linear piecewise
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curves from 4.5 to 8 s as illustrated in the bottom panels
of figures 7(b), (d) and (f), IMC has the best robustness
in βp and li tracking due to its fast integral control, while
LQI and H∞ have better robustness than IMC in q0 tracking
because their designs account for the effect of slow plasma
eigenmodes.

5.5. Closed-loop control experiment

In the closed-loop control experiment, the performance of the
two-time-scale cascade kinetic control scheme is further eval-
uated by tracking a plasma kinetic parameter and the coupled
LHCD power simultaneously on the EAST tokamak.

The control of βp using the IMC tuning rule was per-
formed experimentally in EAST shot #95195, with the feed-
forward and feedback gains shown in table 1. A total of five
targets, consistent with those used in the ARTAEMIS simu-
lations, were tracked, sequentially 1.75, 1.90, 1.70, 1.85 and
1.80. Figures 8(a) and (b) depict the evolution of βp and the
coupled LHCD power. Evidently, all the targets for βp and
PLHCD were achieved using the cascade two-time-scale kin-
etic control scheme, despite the presence of the large measure-
ment noise in βp, except during the period [3.6, 4.8] s, when
the LHCD actuator had an exceptional fault and was satur-
ated to an upper limit lower than the expected value 2.5 MW.
The control of βp using the H∞ kinetic controller was car-
ried out in shot #95197, whose tuning parameters are listed
in table 1. The same SIMC PI power feedback controller was
cascaded with theH∞ kinetic controller while the same set of
βp targets were prescribed. The evolution of βp and PLHCD are
shown in figures 8(c) and (d). Although all the targets were
achieved, βp exhibits an oscillatory trend and the tracking per-
formance is not as good as in shot#95195, because of the βp
measurement noise and the LHCD power saturation. Compar-
ing these two discharges, one can conclude that the IMC con-
troller performs slightly better than the H∞ controller in the
noise-corrupted experimental environment. This is consistent
with the ARTAEMIS simulation result.

The control of li using the IMC controller was performed
in shot #95196, where two targets were prescribed, i.e. 1.07
and 0.99 and the IMC kinetic controller gains for li are listed
in table 1. The same LHCD power feedback control algorithm
and measurement preprocessing were used. The evolution of li
and PLHCD are shown in figures 8(e) and (f). Analogous to βp
control, the signal-to-noise ratio on li is still very large and
the use of the moving average filter on li and PLHCD turns
out to be effective. As shown in figure 8(e), the first target
was achieved with some oscillations, due to the presence of
measurement noise and model uncertainties. Between 3.0 and
3.5 s, the reference trajectory linearly dropped from 1.07 to
0.99 and the li controller was able to track the reference tra-
jectories with some oscillations, until the LHCD power satur-
ated at 2.3 MW. After 3.38 s, due to the power saturation, the
second target could not be reached. As shown in figure 8(f), the
LHCD power was precisely tracked via the outer-loop SIMC
PI power feedback controller. One can notice that the attract-
ive domain for li control is fairly narrow if only involving the

LHCD power as the control actuator for li tracking. In addi-
tion, the measurement fault of the magnetic probes mounted
at the plasma boundary is responsible for the unphysical lin-
ear drift of li, thus leading to the enhanced control difficulty.
Involving more actuators such as the NBI systems is likely to
broaden the attractive control region for li. Furthermore, it is
anticipated that the removal of the measurement drift arising
from the magnetic probe inaccuracy should make the li control
more tractable.

6. Conclusion and outlook

A two-layer cascade control scheme has been proposed for
plasma kinetic control in advanced tokamak scenarios. This
control scheme is composed of an inner-layer with a set
of alternate controllers to track plasma kinetic parameters
of interest, and an outer-layer to preprocess the equilibrium
measurements, compensate actuation saturations and track the
requested additional heating powers. Taking advantage of the
timescale separation property of the kinetic and additional
power dynamics evolutions on the EAST tokamak, the kinetic
control scheme uses two sampling frequencies, with the inner-
layer at 50 Hz and the outer-layer at 1000 Hz. Even though
the design of all these real-time kinetic feedback algorithms
is based on a linear model identified from the sampled simu-
lation/experimental data, the techniques can straightforwardly
be extrapolated to cover those linear models obtained from the
first-principles plasma theory. For comparison, three alternat-
ive kinetic controllers, theH∞, LQI and observer-based IMC,
are synthesized from the same reduced model, which are sub-
sequently evaluated and compared in closed-loopMETIS sim-
ulations. These nonlinear simulation results suggest that the
proposed kinetic controllers can achieve the prescribed con-
trol targets of βp, Ωϕ and Te,0 using the LHCD and ICRH
powers simultaneously with comparable levels of perform-
ance and robustness, which are intimately related to the tun-
ing parameters of each algorithm. This new control scheme
has then been implemented into the EAST PCS using the
EMC toolbox. Preliminary experiments on the EAST tokamak
show that βp, li and PLHCD can successfully be tracked with
two simple kinetic controllers, IMC and H∞, with a 10 ms
time-horizon moving average filter and a cascade SIMC PI
power tracker. We conclude, from our simulations and ini-
tial experiments, that for an intrinsically stable SISO plasma
control problem, it is advisable to start with an IMC control-
ler tuned experimentally, as it is proven effective and easy to
design; for an uncertain MIMO plasma control problem, the
H∞ robust kinetic controller is suggested because its design
primarily focusses on enabling sufficient robustness against
model uncertainties and meanwhile, its tuning is not very
complicated.

In the future, extensive experimental tests by involving
more actuators and measurements, for example, the co-current
NBI systems and the polarimeter/interferometer diagnostics
are foreseen. It would also be interesting to implement adapt-
ive laws to refine the controller parameters in real-time based
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on the sampled input–output measurements. Furthermore,
coordinating a set of local kinetic controllers for different
operating points using gain scheduling can be explored eas-
ily under the proposed kinetic control scheme.
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Appendix A. H∞ control design

Our H∞ robust control problem is to synthesize a feed-
back controller using the reduced model Gr(s) derived in
equation (6) via the mixed-sensitivity H∞ norm optimiz-
ation [31, 35]. First of all, assuming the to-be-designed
controller as Kr,HINF(s), we calculate the sensitivity func-
tion Sr(s) = (I+Gr(s)Kr,HINF(s))

−1, which maps the con-
trol errors from the reference setpoints or the output dis-
turbances. Next, we design the proper weighting matrices
WHINF,S(s) and WHINF,KS(s) to shape the sensitivity func-
tion Sr(s) and Kr,HINF(s)Sr(s), respectively. Then, using
the linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) optimization technique
[35] and the YALMIP toolbox for MATLAB, the con-
troller Kr,HINF(s) for Gr(s) is synthesized by minimizing
the H∞ norm of the mixed-sensitivity function Tzw,HINF =[
WS,HINFSr WKS,HINFKr,HINFSr

]
. After the inverse singular

vector transformation, the H∞ robust feedback controller for
the plant G(s) is expressed as KHINF(s) =MuKr,HINF(s)My,
where My and Mu are given in section 2.2. Therefore, the
feedback outputs are computed as ufb,H∞ = KHINF(s)(ym −
y+ yaw),ufb ∈ Rnu ,ym,y,yaw ∈ Rny , where y denotes the meas-
ured controlled variables and yaw are the anti-windup com-
ponents [35]. Combining constant feedforwards um and the
feedback outputs yields the kinetic control commands as
uH∞ = ufb,H∞ + um.

Appendix B. LQI control design

Given a reduced kinetic model equation (6), we show here
briefly how to design an LQI kinetic controller.

B.1. Feedforward design

The state reference xm and the input reference um are obtained
by solving the reduced model Gr(s) at steady-state, i.e. 0=
Arxm +Brum,ym = Crxm, as:[

xm
um

]
=

[
Ar Br
Cr 0

]−1 [
0
I

]
ym (B.1)

where ym represents the controlled output reference.

B.2. Luenberger observer

The LQI control requires the knowledge of system states that
may not be measurable in plasma experiments. However, an
observer can be designed to estimate them if the system is
observable. In our study, a simple Luenberger observer is
employed as:

˙̂x= Arx̂+Bru+L(y−Crx̂) (B.2)

where u, y and x̂ are the measured inputs, the measured outputs
and the state estimates, respectively. L is a tuning gain matrix
chosen to artificially place the observer eigenvalues such that
the state estimates can converge exponentially faster than the
system evolution.

B.3. Feedback design

The LQI feedback commands ufb,LQI are computed by minim-
izing a cost function Jfb,LQI that penalizes both the state errors,
the output error integrals and the control inputs as:

arg
ufb,LQI

minJfb,LQI =
1
2

ˆ ∞

t0

(eTaQea+ uTfb,LQIRufb,LQI)dt (B.3)

where QT = Q⩾ 0 is a weighting matrix for the state errors
xerr = xm − x̂ and the output error integrals z=

´ t
0(ym − y)dt.

RT = R> 0 is a weighting matrix for the control inputs. ea =
[xTerr,z

T]T and ufb,LQI represents the optimal feedback com-
mands, parameterized as ufb,LQI =−Kfb,LQIea. The feedback
synthesis objective is to obtain an optimal gain matrix Kfb,LQI

that minimizes equation (B.3). To compute Kfb,LQI, we first
augment the plasma plant with a vector of additional states
z as: [

ẋ
ż

]
=MA

[
x
z

]
+MBu+MWym (B.4)

where

MA =

[
A 0
−C 0

]
,MB =

[
B
0

]
,MW =

[
0
I

]
. (B.5)

Given the augmented system matrices, the optimal gain
matrix is then expressed as Kfb,LQI =−R−1MT

BP, where P is
a symmetric positive-definite matrix that satisfies an algebraic
Riccati equation [31] as:

PMA+MT
AP−PMBR

−1MT
BP+Q= 0. (B.6)
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The optimal feedback commands are thus calculated as
ufb,LQI = Kfb,LQI(ym − y+ yaw),ufb,LQI ∈ Rnu ,ym,y,yaw ∈ Rny ,
where yaw are the anti-windup compensated components [35].
Combining the feedforward um and feedback commands
ufb,LQI, the LQI control inputs are uLQI = ufb,LQI + um.

Appendix C. Observer-based IMC control design

Having obtained a reduced kinetic model equation (6), we
show here briefly how to design an observer-based IMC kin-
etic controller.

C.1. State and disturbance estimation

To estimate the system states and disturbances, we assume
constant system disturbances, i.e. ḋ= 0 [49], and extend the
reduced model equation (6) as:

ẋ= Arx+Bru+Bdd

ḋ= 0

y= Crx+Cdd (C.1)

where x ∈ Rnx ,u ∈ Rnu ,d ∈ Rnd ,y ∈ Rny are respectively the
states, the inputs, the disturbances and the outputs. Bd and
Cd are coefficient matrices to be determined. To guaran-
tee the detectability of the augmented plasma model, we
must prescribe the matrices (Bd,Cd) to satisfy the condition

rank

[
A Bd
C Cd

]
= nx+ nd. By setting Bd = 0,Cd = I, the dis-

turbances at the output are observed, while by prescribing
Bd = Bp,Cd = 0, the disturbances at the input are estimated.
In this study, we choose the former setup, i.e. Bd = 0,Cd = I.

Combining the states x and the disturbances d into a state
vector, i.e. X= [xT,dT]T, we formulate the extended model in
a compact form as:

Ẋ= AeX+Beu

y= CeX (C.2)

where Ae =

[
Ar Bd
0 Cd

]
, Be =

[
Br
0

]
, Ce =

[
Cr Cd

]
.

The Luenberger observer is then expressed as:

˙̂X= AeX̂+Beu+L(y− ŷ)

ŷ= CeX̂ (C.3)

where X̂= [x̂T, d̂T]T represents the estimate of X while ŷ
denotes the estimate of y. L is a gain matrix that can be tuned
by placing the eigenvalues of the error dynamics.

C.2. State feedback stabilization

With the observer, the states and disturbances can therefore be
estimated in real-time. To stabilize the plasma plant, we use
the reduced model to design a state feedback controller, para-
meterized as usf =−Fsfx̂. Fsf is a static gain matrix to place
the system poles to desirable stable region (with negative real

eigenvalues), which is a crucial trick to control unstable or
marginally stable plasma dynamics [49].

C.3. Offset-free internal model control

The offset-free IMC control inputs comprise the standard IMC
control component usIMC for disturbance rejection, the state
feedback component usf for state stabilization and the preset
feedforward component um, which reads:

uIMC = usIMC − usf + um (C.4)

where usIMC = QYoula(s)(r−Md̂), in which the to-be-designed
terms include a stable transfer matrix QYoula(s) and a static
gain matrix M. To design them, we formulate the stabilized
plasma dynamic model Gsf(s) and the disturbance dynamic
model Gdist(s) as:

Gsf(s) =

[
Ar−FsfBr Br

Cr 0

]
(C.5)

Gdist(s) =

[
Ar−FsfBr Bd

Cr Cd

]
. (C.6)

IMC requires the steady-state gain of the open-loop
transfer matrix to be an identity matrix, i.e. Gsf(0)Q(0) =
I. For simplicity, we design Q(s) = F(s)Gsf(0)† =

−F(s)
(
Cr (Ar−FsfBr)

−1Br
)†

, where † represents the

pseudoinverse. The lowpass filter transfer matrix F(s)
is expressed as F(s) = diag( f1 (s) , . . . , fnu (s)) , fk(s) =

1
(λks+1) ,k= 1,2, . . . ,nu, in which λi are free parameters to
be tuned [49]. The static gain matrix M is designed as
M= Gdist(0) =−Cr(Ar−FsfBr)−1Bd+Cd.

Appendix D. SIMC PI actuation control design

We assume that the additional heating system dynamics can
be modelled as a set of first-order transfer functions with time-
delay as:

Gouter,i(s) =
ki

τis+ 1
e−θis, i ∈ {ICRH,LHCD} (D.1)

where i is an integer that refers to a particular H&CD actu-
ator, ki denoting the steady-state gain for the ith actuator, τ i
the characteristic time for the ith actuator, while θi represents
the time delay for the ith actuator. Gouter,i(s) is a transfer func-
tion for the ith actuator determined by three model parameters,
i.e. ki, τ i and θi.

Once the actuator dynamics is characterized by a simple
model structure as shown in equation (D.1), we can then use
a tuning rule based on the internal model principle to design
an outer-layer PI actuator controller [31] . We define uinner,i(t)
as the command requested by the inner-layer kinetic controller
for the ith actuator controller and umea,i(t) as the corresponding
measured actuation for the ith actuator. The actuation tracking
error eouter,i is thus computed as eouter,i = uinner,i(t)− umea,i(t).
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The PCS commands requested by the ith actuator controller
uouter,i(t) are then expressed as:

uouter,i(t) =−Kp,ieouter,i−KI,i

ˆ t

0
eouter,idt

+ uoffset,i, i ∈ {ICRH,LHCD} (D.2)

in which

Kp,i =
τi

ki(τc,i+ θi)

KI,i =
Kp,i
τI,i

τI,i =min{τi,(τc,i+ θi)} (D.3)

where Kp,i and KI,i are the proportional and integral gains for
the ith actuator, respectively. uoffset,i denotes the ith reference
value around which the actuator model Gouter,i(s) is identified.
τc,i is a tuning parameter for the ith actuator, which provides a
trade-off between control performance and robustness against
disturbances. More precisely, increasing τc,i can result in the
growth of the response time but the control robustness can thus
be improved, and it is suggested to have τc,i ⩾ θi. We emphas-
ize that, in order to guarantee the actuation tracking perform-
ance, the sampling time for the actuator controllers (typically
at 1ms on the EAST tokamak) should be smaller than the char-
acteristic time for each H&CD systems and far less than that
for the kinetic controller (∼τE).
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